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Two areasTwo areas

!! Item response theory (IRT)Item response theory (IRT)

!! Idea that an optimum test is Idea that an optimum test is 
constructed for each subject constructed for each subject 

!! Differential Item Functioning (DIF) Differential Item Functioning (DIF) --
prepre--screening and during RCTscreening and during RCT

!! Conditional probability of Conditional probability of 
response for the same level of the response for the same level of the 
latent variable differs for two latent variable differs for two 
groupsgroups

!! Computer adaptive testing (CAT)Computer adaptive testing (CAT)



Some Questions about IRT / CATSome Questions about IRT / CAT
to assess treatment effects in clinical trialsto assess treatment effects in clinical trials
!! Probability of correctly answering question (item) Probability of correctly answering question (item) --

how do you know ?how do you know ?

!! Measuring change in endpoint response over timeMeasuring change in endpoint response over time

!! What is controlledWhat is controlled

!! Controlling for differences among subjectsControlling for differences among subjects

!! different items for different subjectsdifferent items for different subjects

!! item content may vary within subject over study item content may vary within subject over study 
durationduration

!! Multiple endpoints; structure of clinically relevant Multiple endpoints; structure of clinically relevant 
and meaningful  treatment effects that may be and meaningful  treatment effects that may be 
differential across subjects (composites)differential across subjects (composites)



Trial Design ConsiderationsTrial Design Considerations

!! Clinical relevant measures of treatment Clinical relevant measures of treatment 
induced effectsinduced effects

!! effect size, correlation among effects, effect size, correlation among effects, 
dimensionality of relevantdimensionality of relevant

!! Assessment of uncertainty in conclusions Assessment of uncertainty in conclusions 
and interpretations and interpretations -- Controlling for Controlling for 
chance findingschance findings

!! Minimizing biasMinimizing bias



Data Analysis Data Analysis 
ConsiderationsConsiderations

!! Multiple endpointsMultiple endpoints

!! Missing DataMissing Data

!! InterpretationInterpretation



Multiple endpoints and controlling Multiple endpoints and controlling 
false positive conclusionsfalse positive conclusions

!! Criteria for characterizing the treatment Criteria for characterizing the treatment 
induced effects induced effects -- multiple endpointsmultiple endpoints

!! Primary , coPrimary , co--primaryprimary

!! Secondary Secondary -- follow hierarchyfollow hierarchy

!! Composite (how chosen, how components Composite (how chosen, how components 
change with treatment)change with treatment)

!! Controlling the chances of false positive Controlling the chances of false positive 
conclusions is a function of which multiplicity conclusions is a function of which multiplicity 
strategy is prestrategy is pre--specified in the protocolspecified in the protocol



Statistical Implications:Statistical Implications:
“Any “Any vsvs All” All” 

Power ComparisonPower Comparison
Case of K=2 endpoints:Case of K=2 endpoints:

Win in Both Versus Win in At Least One (1-Sided 
Test at 0.025)
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Loss in Power when win in all endpointsLoss in Power when win in all endpoints
K=# of endpointsK=# of endpoints

Power Comparison: Win in Each Endpopint at Alpha 
Level 0.025 (1-Sided Test)
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What do the Europeans think about this ?



Composites

Multiple secondaries



PRO’sPRO’s may be related to the clinical may be related to the clinical 
endpoint in many waysendpoint in many ways

!! Surrogate: measures how a patient feels, Surrogate: measures how a patient feels, 
functions, or survives and should be calibrated by functions, or survives and should be calibrated by 
outcomes determining defined clinical benefit outcomes determining defined clinical benefit 
that reflects the changes predicted by the earlier that reflects the changes predicted by the earlier 
measured surrogatemeasured surrogate

!! Surrogacy : how much of the treatment effect is Surrogacy : how much of the treatment effect is 
captured by the surrogatecaptured by the surrogate

!! independence, correlation with other independence, correlation with other 
endpointsendpoints

!! another descriptor of effect or another another descriptor of effect or another 
dimension of effectdimension of effect



Subgroups: Subgroups: 
Heterogeneity of the disease Heterogeneity of the disease 

process and outcomesprocess and outcomes
!! Subgroup differences , stratification, choice and use Subgroup differences , stratification, choice and use 

of covariates to increase statistical powerof covariates to increase statistical power

!! When are observed treatment differences real When are observed treatment differences real --
difficult butdifficult but

!! In RA patient groups in this In RA patient groups in this heterogenousheterogenous
disease have different levels of clinical disease have different levels of clinical 
responseresponse

!! But But PRO’sPRO’s may be more sensitive to change may be more sensitive to change 
than traditional measuresthan traditional measures



Missing dataMissing data
due to withdrawal from a trial due to withdrawal from a trial 
prior to planned completionprior to planned completion

!! PRO’sPRO’s are very likely predictors of are very likely predictors of 
satisfaction with assigned treatment and satisfaction with assigned treatment and 
with staying in a trialswith staying in a trials



What is unique aboutWhat is unique about
missing data in clinical trials ?missing data in clinical trials ?

!! Monotonically Missing data is potentially an Monotonically Missing data is potentially an 
outcome by itselfoutcome by itself

!! Why ? Why ? -- It can be a surrogate for patient preference, It can be a surrogate for patient preference, 
acceptability with therapy, and can potentially be acceptability with therapy, and can potentially be 
unpredictiveunpredictive of where  the subject would be in the future of where  the subject would be in the future 
(where no observations are taken or available)(where no observations are taken or available)

!! With monotone missing data, the ‘dropout With monotone missing data, the ‘dropout 
mechanism’ is very likely informativemechanism’ is very likely informative

!! It’s possible to plan to collect information during It’s possible to plan to collect information during 
study prior to a patient withdrawal from treatment, study prior to a patient withdrawal from treatment, 
prior to study completion but post treatment prior to study completion but post treatment 
withdrawal (conditioning)withdrawal (conditioning)
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Evaluation of dependency of Evaluation of dependency of 
outcome and time on studyoutcome and time on study





Placebo group had a higher drop- out rate ( or, equivalently, shorter follow- up 
time) than the new drug group. 
Many drop outs  due to worsening asthmatic symptoms, hence  were considered to 
be dependent drop- outs   .







Compare performance Compare performance 
characteristics against known characteristics against known 

instruments used in several drug / instruments used in several drug / 
disease areasdisease areas

!! ArthritisArthritis

!! ACR20; DAS (disease activity score)ACR20; DAS (disease activity score)

!! SchizophreniaSchizophrenia

!! Workshop on Clinical Trial Designs Workshop on Clinical Trial Designs 
for for NeurocognitiveNeurocognitive Drugs for Drugs for 
Schizophrenia ; April 23, 2004 Schizophrenia ; April 23, 2004 
sponsored by NIMH, FDA, MATRICSsponsored by NIMH, FDA, MATRICS



Rheumatoid ArthritisRheumatoid Arthritis



Schizophrenia (Some messages)Schizophrenia (Some messages)

! Eliminate from entry, subjects who are at ceiling - that is they 
cannot improve from baseline - and even if they do, it may not 
be a clinically meaningful change.

! Distinguish between changes in cognition that are not 
secondary to changes in symptom - ie a drug has both anti-
psychotic and cognition impact

! Need to maintain stability of the condition to tease out 
cognitive changes

! FDA's concern: a small effect on a cognitive measure that we 
don't know how to interpret what its clinical impact is; Low 
levels of cognitive changes impacting ability to show 
functional changes.

! Domains; Need two co-primary ?; symptoms, functional



Concluding remarksConcluding remarks

!! We will need considerably more We will need considerably more 
experience and understanding of IRT / experience and understanding of IRT / 
CAT methods and applicationsCAT methods and applications

!! Choose a few areas and demonstrate how Choose a few areas and demonstrate how 
it would work it would work -- only then can informative only then can informative 
evaluations occurevaluations occur

!! It is very early to commit to developing a It is very early to commit to developing a 
data bank to use in drug trials data bank to use in drug trials -- others may others may 
be further along in their thinkingbe further along in their thinking


